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High Back Wheelchair Pants, Chocolate Brown, Unisex.

Benefits:

- Comfort
- Convenient
- Functional
- Stylish
- Easy Care-Easy Wear

Features:

- High Rise at Back, waistband (12cm or 5”): Fit while you sit
- Elastic back waistband and flat front
- Thigh Pockets: convenient access in sitting position
- Machine Washable (facility friendly) Polyester Gabardine
- Pattern cut at angle provides greater comfort when worn in seated position

Adapted Pants

Pants, usually adapted with Velcro, side zipper(s), or dome snaps.

Most often constructed as 2 sided but can also be one sided.
FRONT-Zipper/button style

Adaptions for Shirts, Men and Women

Velcro Openings  Elastic String for Buttons